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This unique first book shows, through pictures and step-by-step instructions, how exactly to
give a baby or small child a complete craniosacral treatment. The book focuses on just what a
trained CS therapist can do to eliminate the blockages that frequently arise during birth.
including hyperactivity and ADD — The authors approach infants as mindful beings who endure
tremendous stress through the birth procedure. It addresses both hands-on techniques and
awareness of how to connect to a baby and what responses and results to expect. Based on
the authors’ considerable experience, this guide can also be used by parents or caregivers
interested in knowing what babies want to become whole and healthy, and how to prevent
problems — They display how CS therapy might help restore the right alignments in infants'
bodies, freeing them to develop and attain their optimum potential without hindrance. that
could become serious and need medication afterwards in life.
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No No NO Dangerous.! Easy to read and incredibly well illustrated. It's a pseudoscientic quack
practice that may do real harm. The skulls of infants and small kids are soft and the skull
bones haven't sealed the mind. Press on the wrong place and you will regret the result
permanently after. Don't do this to your child. Please. Craniosacral is so helpful for all.
Simplicity I have taken other classes to work with Babies. Superb support for CST practitioners
This was a fantastic support for might work with infants. Their thoughts, intentions and flow of
a session are easily followed but simultaneously you feel just like you are viewing such a
private moment. Not so technical, assumes you curently have that background and if you
perform you are completely in the moment with them. Unless you have a long history with
CST, you'll still LOVE this publication. It speaks to your brain, core about craniosacral therapy
as it unfolds. Felt honored to read and today own this publication. The text, the photos, the
authors have captured the essence of a craniosacral program. It gives many practical
suggestions and insights. I you have sleep problems just read two paragraphs of . Etienne
explains the task in a simple and easy to understand concept. Very dangerous. The images are
phenominal!.. Fot the Love of Helping! I you have trouble sleeping just go through two
paragraphs of the book, it's very educational and will knock you out also if baby is screaming
in your ear canal. This book by the Peirsman's is a short introduction to the enjoyment of
treating well babies. It includes no significant fine detail on the utilization, mechanism,
indications, unwanted effects, outcomes, efficacy or program of Craniosacral therapy for kids.
That is the contribution to the reader. There is no attempt to discuss variations of the
treatment for children who may be special requirements or suffering numerous ailments.
Craniosacral Therapy for Babies and Small Children This is a must have book if you are trained
in CranioSacral Therapy and particularly if currently or want to utilize children. Thank you for
this reserve! It was a great therapy to control 40 seizure like tics each day, OCD and helped
her accomplish Functioning Recovery. It continues to enjoy a roll in her ability to maintain her
Functioning Recovery and independent living. Excellent read for a current CranioSacral
Therapist Excellent read for a current CranioSacral Therapist." Arriving Through the Fog: A
mother shares her trip of her daughter's recovery from Autism and Sensory Digesting Disorder
to Working Recovery and ... providing tips for other parents. This book is beautiful!! Will be a
good book for parents or various other health professionals to understand how helpful
Craniosacral therapy is for babies and small children. Read more in , "Arriving Through the Fog.
The authors have got a true present of intuitive curing and love. I've seen firsthand the benefits
of CranioSacral therapy for my daughter and her trip through autism. LOVED IT Easy to read.
Delightful. A rare source knowledge - Cranio-sacral for infants and small children great book,
heartful and very informative - so needed by a lot of people good information this book gives
good information on craniosacral for infants. Babies have been human brain damaged and
killed with this technique. Add this book to your library!
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